
Dear Conference Participants, 

 

We are excited to kick off the Midwest Macro Meetings in just a few days. Below is some information 

for what to do and where to go upon your arrival to campus.  

 

• The conference website has information on schedule, logistics and things to do. 

• You can access campus maps on the website, both printable and interactive. 

• All of the regular sessions will take place in either Umphrey Lee (ULEE) or Clements Hall (CLEM). 

• Registration will be in ULEE in the main lobby, 2nd floor. 

• The two plenary sessions will take place in Dallas Hall. 

• All social activities (breakfasts, lunch, reception, dinner, coffee breaks) will be on the 3rd floor of 

ULEE. 

The format of this conference will be similar to past Midwest Macro Meetings in that each session is 90 

minutes with up to three papers, allowing 30 minutes per paper. Following convention, the last 

presenter can de facto be in charge of timing.  For sessions that have two papers or cancellations, we 

ask that you adhere to the same order of papers and the 30-minute rule so other attendees can plan 

which sessions to attend. 

This year, in addition to the usual program, we partnered with Brownbag to help foster engagement at 

the conference (program here). The site is mobile friendly, interactive, and allows you to provide 

feedback and ask questions to the authors, both during the session and in your own time. Locations are 

linked to Google Maps for your convenience. Also coming soon, you will be able to create your schedule 

by saving sessions you are interested in and sharing them on Twitter! By default, only abstracts of your 

papers are included, but if you would like the PDF of your paper to be available to others, please email a 

copy to conferences@brownbag.org.  

 

We wish you all safe travels and look forward to a stimulating weekend. 

 

-MMM Committee 
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